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1. INTRODUCfION
Let IRn denote the Euclid ean space of dimension n, For a vector v = (Xl, X2, .. . , Xn ) we
define the support of v by s(V) ={l ::;;; i::;;; n IXi ,e O}. For a subs et B ={ih i2 , •• • , ib } of
{I, 2, . . . , n} we denote the restriction of v to B by v(B) ={Xi., Xi2'" . , xd .
The scalar product of two vecto rs v, v ' is denoted by (v, v') =I7~1 XiX;. In this note we
prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Suppose s is a positive integer, c is a real constant and Vh V2, ... , Vm are
vectors in IRn satisfying
Is(vJI::;;; s,
If m > (2S)'+1s ! then we can find aB c {I, 2, . . . , n}, IB I ::;;; s and a vector u E IRn such that
s(u ) =B and (Vi> u ) = c for 1 ::;;; i ::;;; m ; moreover vi(B) = u(B) for all but (2S)'+lS! of the
VIS. (This implies that if u(B ) = {Xl, X2, ... , XIBI} and vi(B ) ={yl, . . . , YIBI} then Lxi =c,
L XjYj = c for every 1 ::;;; i ::;;; m.)
REMARK. For the case when the ViS are (0, 1) or (0, ± 1) vectors the Theorem
immediately yields IB I=~, and vi(B) = u(B ) for all the vectors Vi, 1::;;; i::;;; m. Thus it is a
generalization of results of Deza [I] and Deza and Frankl [2J. However in those works
the best possible bound on m is determined while our lower bound is rather bad .
2. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let us consider the sets s(v/) for 1::;;; i::;;; m. By a result of Erdos and Rado [3J we can
find 2s + 1 among them, say Al, A 2, . . . ,A2s+ h which form a A-system, i.e. there exists
a set B, the kernel with A, nA j = B, for 1 ::;;; i < j ::;;; 2s + 1. Note that B = A 1 is permitted
and the sets A 1 - B, ... , A 2s+ 1 - B are pairwise disjoint.
By symmetry reasons we may assume s(Vi) = Ai for 1::;;; i ::;;; 2s + 1. Set IB I= b. The
vectors v1(B), v2(B), . . . ,V2s+1(B ) are all in IRb thus we can find I of them for some I::;;; b
such that all of them can be expressed as linear combinations of these I vectors. By
symmetry again we may assume V1 (B), v2(B), .. . , VI(B) are such vectors. Note that
I ::;;; b ::;;; s. Let us now take i, j with 1< i <j::;;; 2s + 1. Observe that (Vh v,·) = (v,(B) , v,·(B)
for every 1::;;; « r« 2s +1, as s(v,) - Band s(v,.) - B are disjoint.
Thus we have for 1 ::;;; ( ::;;; I
(v,(B), vi(B» = (v,(B), vj(B». (1)
As in IRI, two vectors are equal iff the y have equal scalar products with a basis, we infer
vi(B) =vj(B).
Let u be the vector in IRn defined by s(u ) = B, u(B ) = vi(B). Then by the precedings
vj(B) = u(B ) for s+ 1 ::;;;j::;;;2s + 1.
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Now let Vr be an arbitrary vector with 1,,;; r e:m. As Is(vr»j,,;; s and the sets S(Vi) - Bare
pairwise disjoint for S< i,,;; 2s + 1, we can find one, say S(Vs+1) such that s(vr) n
(s(v;) - B) = 0. But then (Vn Vi) = (Vn u), proving the first part of the theorem.
Now let Ub U2,' .. , Urn' be the vectors among the e.s for which vi(B) ~ u(B). If
m' > (2S)'+lS! then we can apply the part of the theorem we just proved and find a vector
u' with support B' such that (u', u') = c, moreover there exist at least S+ 1 vectors
Us+b ... ,U2s+1 such that the S(Ui) form a .1-system with kernel B' and ui(B') =u',
S + 1 ,,;; i ,,;; 2s + 1.
As the sets s(ui)-B' are pairwise disjoint and IBI,,;;s we may assume by symmetry
(s(us+1)-B')nB = 0. We infer
(u, u') = (u, Us+1) = c.
Now from (u - u', u - u') = c -2c +c =0 we deduce u = u', in particular us+1(B) = u(B),
a contradiction with the choice of the UiS which concludes the proof of the theorem.
3. EXAMPLES
(a) We give the vectors as rows of a matrix
[
414 2J41
I n- 5,4 On-5.1
04.n-5J.
I n - 5
Now u =(1,1, 1, 1,0, ... ,0), c =4, S=5. The example shows that vi(B) ~ u(B) is
possible.
(b) Let m (i, j) denote the general entry of the infinite matrix M, 1 ,,;; i, 1 ,,;; j. We define
m(i, j) recursively in j. Let mii, 1) = -1, for every i> 1, m(l, 1) = 1. Suppose m(i, j) is
defined for every i if j < t. Now we define it for j = t by
m(i, t) = 0 ifi < t
m (i, t) = 1 ifi = t
m(i, t) = -1- L m(i, /'m(t, j) ifi> t.
1""i""t-1
The matrix M is lower triangular and it has one on the diagonal. Let us count the scalar
product of rows i, t for 1 ,,;; t < i :
L m(t,j)m(i,j)= L m(t,j)m(i,j)= L m(t,j)m(i,j}+m(i,t)=-l,
l""i l""i""t 1""i""t-1
by the definition of m(i, t). Thus c = -1, and the statement of the theorem doesn't hold
for these vectors. It shows that the condition S(Vi)";; S cannot be replaced by S(Vi) is finite
in litO, (litO = (Xl, X2,' •• , Xm • • •): L x~ < 00).
(c) However if we restrict ourselves to the vectors V = (Xl, ••• , Xm •••) with L x~ < 1
one can prove an analogue of the theorem.
THEOREM. Suppose Vb V2,' .. , Vm • • • are vectors in litO such that (Vi, Vi) < 1, and for
some constant c we have (Vi, Vi) =Cfor 1,,;; i <j. Then there exists a vector V in lRoo such that
(v, v) = c and (v, Vi) =Cfor every i ~ 1.
PROOF. (Sketch) As the space is weakly compact we can find a subsequence
Vi!, Vh' ... , Vin , ••• of the ViS which is convergent to some vector V in the weak sense, i.e.
for every vector u, the scalar products (u, Vi) tend to (u, V) as j ~ 00. Now let us consider
the two series Vi" Vi3' '.' . , Vi2k+" ... and Vi2' V4' ... , Viw .... They both converge to v.
On large vector systems
Thus (v, v) = limk-+oo(Viw Vi2k+J = c. Moreover for every Vi
(v, v;) = lim (Vik' Vi) = C.
k-+oo
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